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Eventually, you will enormously
discover a new experience and
expertise by spending more cash.
still when? get you take on that
you require to acquire those all
needs like having significantly
cash? Why don't you attempt to
get something basic in the
beginning? That's something that
will lead you to comprehend even
more concerning the globe,
experience, some places, past
history, amusement, and a lot
more?
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work reviewing habit. accompanied
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could enjoy now is
the good mother a gripping
emotional page turner with a twist
that will leave you reeling below.
Official Ebook Online FOR [PDF]
Her Mother's Grave: Absolutely
gripping crime fiction with
unputdow THE BEST MOTHER by
C. M. Surrisi and Diane Goode Mother's Day Books for Kids Read Aloud A Lesson In Letting
Go | Pastor Steven Furtick |
Elevation Church
The Gruesome History of the
Comanche Tribe w/S.C. Gwynne |
Joe Rogan
How to Write a Book: 13 Steps
From a Bestselling AuthorHow to
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had to learn the hard way |
With A Twist That Will
Fabiosa Animated How To Master
Leave
You Reeling
5 Basic Cooking
Skills | Gordon
Ramsay ASMR BINAURAL BOOK
TAG | Tapping, Gripping, \u0026
Gently Whispering My Favorite
LIFE CHANGING Books What Are
The Roles Of A Good Mother? 3
Things Every Mom Of Boys Should
Do | Coach Sean Smith How My
Grip Strength Is Improving FAST
The Mother's Mistake: An
absolutely gripping psychological
thriller (Audiobook) by Ruth Heald
Sponge Bob: The Best Mom - Kids
Books Read Aloud The Best
Mother The Good Mother (1988)
Trailer How You Can Talk With
God | How-to-Live Inspirational
Service The Magic Flute – Queen
of the Night aria (Mozart; Diana
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YouBook
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Temporary,
3) Full
audiobook Gripping Cover Design –
Paper Inspiration #441 – 'Morla :
Design' Book Brit Bennett, author
of THE MOTHERS and THE
VANISHING HALF | Books
Connect Us podcast The Good
Mother A Gripping
She brought the characters to life
with some excellent writing and
insights, and had she not gone for
the clever plot and twist, I think
The Good Mother could have been
a tense, suspenseful story. Read
more
The Good Mother: Gripping
psychological suspense, with a ...
The Good Mother: Gripping
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shocking twist that will leave you
With A Twist That Will
reeling
Leave You Reeling
The Good Mother: A gripping
emotional page turner with a ...
The Good Mother: Gripping
psychological suspense, with a
shocking twist that will leave you
reeling
Don’t Say a Word: A gripping
psychological thriller from ...
The Good Mother: Gripping
psychological suspense, with a
shocking twist that will leave you
reeling - Ebook written by Karen
Osman. Read this book using
Google Play Books app on your
PC, android,...
The Good Mother: Gripping
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Buy The Good Mother: A gripping
With A Twist That Will
emotional page turner with a twist
Leave
that willYou
leaveReeling
you reeling By Kim
Lock, in Very Good condition. Our
cheap used books come with free
delivery in the UK. ISBN:
9780751565300. ISBN-10:
075156530X
The Good Mother By Kim Lock |
Used - Very Good ...
My 5* review for The Good
Mother, an absolutely gripping
story by Karen Osman, a new
Author for me, but one I will now
read more of. The story is about 3
women : "Catherine is a good
mother and a good wife, but when
she starts writing to Michael, a
prisoner convicted of murder, she
finds herself obsessing about his
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crime and whether
can ever
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PageheTurner
truly be forgiven⋯
With A Twist That Will
Leave
You Reeling reviews:
Amazon.co.uk:Customer
The Good Mother: Gripping ...
Find helpful customer reviews and
review ratings for The Good
Mother: A gripping emotional page
turner with a twist that will leave
you reeling at Amazon.com. Read
honest and unbiased product
reviews from our users.
Amazon.co.uk:Customer reviews:
The Good Mother: A gripping ...
The Good Mother is a chillingly
refreshing psychological suspense.
Written in such a way that it grips
you from the onset but is so easy
to sink into. The characters are all
relatable and scarily realistic.
Three main women all have a man
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as a common Page
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getting to the
Emotional
reveal of that link takes many
With A Twist That Will
twists and turns.
Leave You Reeling
The Good Mother by Karen Osman
The Good Mother is a gripping
story about three women who are
keeping major secrets from
everyone around them. Kate is
lonely and underappreciated, she
needs a confidence boost and
something to give her purpose.
Catherine is a proud woman,
someone who knows what she's
doing.
The Good Mother: Gripping
psychological suspense, with a ...
The Good Mother is a gripping
story about three women who are
keeping major secrets from
everyone around them. Kate is
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lonely and underappreciated,
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Page Turner she
needs a confidence boost and
With A Twist That Will
something to give her purpose.
Leave
You
Catherine
is a Reeling
proud woman,
someone who knows what she's
doing.
THE GOOD MOTHER: THE GOOD
MOTHER: Osman, Karen ...
The Good Mother : A gripping
emotional page turner with a twist
that will leave you reeling. If Liane
Moriarty had written Friend
Request . . . 'It's Jenna,' Ark says.
The Good Mother : A gripping
emotional page turner with a ...
My 5* review for The Good
Mother, an absolutely gripping
story by Karen Osman, a new
Author for me, but one I will now
read more of. The story is about 3
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women : "Catherine
a good
Emotional
Page isTurner
mother and a good wife, but when
With A Twist That Will
she starts writing to Michael, a
Leave
Reeling
prisonerYou
convicted
of murder, she
finds herself obsessing about his
crime and whether he can ever
truly be forgiven⋯
The Good Mother: Gripping
psychological suspense, with a ...
The Perfect Lie: the gripping new
psychological thriller from the
author of the bestselling The Good
Mother - Ebook written by Karen
Osman. Read this book using
Google Play Books app on your
PC,...
The Perfect Lie: the gripping new
psychological thriller ...
Kate, the good mother of the title,
has been abandoned by her
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husband, Nick,
who has
gone off to
Emotional
Page
Turner
live with his young girlfriend and
With A Twist That Will
new baby. Kate and her three
Leave
childrenYou
have Reeling
to leave the family
home, since they can no longer
afford to live there, and move back
in with Kate’s dad in the Village
Caf .
The Good Mother by Sin ad
Moriarty
In reality, her mother was slowly
poisoning her. Having spent time in
prison, Rose's mother has been
released and Rose agrees she can
live with her. ... While the plot is
gripping, it’s the well ...
Best thriller books - Gripping ... Good Housekeeping
The Good Mother is a gripping
story about three women who are
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from
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Turner
everyone around them. Kate is
With A Twist That Will
lonely and underappreciated, she
Leave
Reeling
needs a You
confidence
boost and
something to give her purpose.
Amazon.com: Customer reviews:
The Good Mother: Gripping ...
The Good Mother Karen Osman
(Auteur) Gripping psychological
suspense, with a shocking twist
that will leave you reeling Paru en
octobre 2017 (ebook (ePub)) en
anglais
The Good Mother Gripping
psychological suspense, with a ...
The Good Mother by Kim Lock,
9780751565300, download free
ebooks, Download free PDF EPUB
ebook. The Good Mother by Kim
Lock, 9780751565300, download
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free ebooks, Download
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EPUB ebook. ... The Good Mother :
With A Twist That Will
A gripping emotional page turner
Leave
Youthat
Reeling
with a twist
will leave you
reeling – Kim Lock ...
The Good Mother : A gripping
emotional page turner with a ...
Thank you for downloading the
good mother a gripping emotional
page turner with a twist that will
leave you reeling. Maybe you have
knowledge that, people have
search hundreds times for their
chosen readings like this the good
mother a gripping emotional page
turner with a twist that will leave
you reeling, but end up in
malicious downloads.
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Three womenPage
– all with
secrets.
Emotional
Turner
Secrets that can no longer be
With A Twist That Will
ignored... Catherine is a good
Leave
Youa good
Reeling
mother and
wife. The
family home is immaculate, her
husband's supper is cooked on
time, but when she starts writing
to Michael, a prisoner convicted of
murder, she finds herself
obsessing about his crime and
whether he can ever truly be
forgiven... Kate has no time for
herself. Caught in the maelstrom of
bringing up two young children
with no money, and an out-of-work
husband, she longs to escape the
drudgery of being a wife and a
mother. And she soon starts taking
dangerous risks to feel alive...
Alison has flown the nest. But
university life is not what she had
hoped for, and she finds herself
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the day
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Turner
her professor takes a sudden
With A Twist That Will
interest in her. Then everything
Leave
You
Reeling
changes...
A gripping
psychological
suspense with a shocking twist
that will leave you reeling...
Perfect for the fans of Jenny
Blackhurst and Sue Fortin.
I see my son’s scooter lying in the
undergrowth. Time stands still.
Where is he? Deafened by my own
heartbeat, I keep looking but I
can’t see him. This is all my fault.
My punishment for the things I did,
and the things I should have done.
All I ever wanted was to keep my
son safe. I married the perfect
husband, built the perfect home.
I’ve tried to give Finn the life I
never had. Everything was going
so well. Until now. It’s just small
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things at firstPage
– a punctured
Emotional
Turnertyre,
an open gate that I'm sure I locked.
With A Twist That Will
But then I see the photograph of
Leave
You
Reeling
two young
girls,
and a night I’ve
tried to forget. I know I have to
stop pretending that nothing is
happening. I can’t escape the
truth. Someone knows my secret.
But what do they want from me? A
gripping and suspenseful thriller
with a jaw-dropping twist, fans of
Friend Request, The Wife Between
Us and The Girl on the Train
won’t be able to put this down.
What readers are saying about A
Good Mother: ‘PHENOMENAL
book!!!!!⋯ Sooooo many twists
and turns. A real good put your
feet up with a glass of wine and
lose yourself for a few hours type
of book.’ NetGalley reviewer,
倫倫倫倫 † Literally hooks you
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from the get go⋯
Fantastic⋯
Emotional
Page
Turner Kept
me turning the pages⋯ Truly
With A Twist That Will
brilliant⋯ LOVED IT! LOVED IT!
Leave
LOVED You
IT!’ Reeling
Goodreads reviewer,
倫倫倫倫 † OMG⋯ many tornado
type twists⋯ Wow... If you are
looking for a heart-pounding read
jam packed with a twisted plot and
crazy characters.... this is it! 5
stars!’ Two Girls and a Book
Obsession, 倫倫倫倫 † Brilliantly
twisty⋯ Kept me up way past
bedtime because I was so
absorbed⋯ Absolutely worth
losing sleep!’ Goodreads reviewer,
倫倫倫倫 † Holy Moly this book is
flipping awesome⋯ Finished this in
two sittings it was that good⋯
literally had me holding my
breath.’ NetGalley reviewer,
倫倫倫倫 † My heart was in my
throat through the whole book!⋯
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You hold yourPage
breathTurner
to see what
Emotional
will happen next⋯ A heck of a
With A Twist That Will
ride.’ Goodreads reviewer,
Leave
You†Reeling
倫倫倫倫
Wow I loved this
book⋯ Fantastic⋯ Exceptional
twists and turns⋯ I could not put it
down⋯ I stayed up into the early
hours to finish it.’ Goodreads
reviewer, 倫倫倫倫 † Had me
turning the pages at warp speed⋯
Plot twists I never saw coming⋯
Loved this one.’ Bayside Book
Reviews, 倫倫倫倫 † I wasn't able
to put it down and stayed up way
too late into the night reading this
as I was dying to find out what
happened’ Goodreads reviewer,
倫倫倫倫 † I couldn’t stop reading
this!... Left me holding my breath!’
@lindzanne1_bookworm,
倫倫倫倫
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"A high-stakes
legal Turner
thriller packed
Emotional
Page
with intense courtroom drama."
With A Twist That Will
-Alafair Burke A gripping debut
Leave
You two
Reeling
thriller about
young mothers,
one shocking murder and a court
case that puts them both on trial.
When a soldier is found stabbed
through the heart at a US Army
base, there is no doubt that his
wife, Luz, is to blame. But was it
an act of self-defense? An attempt
to save her infant daughter? Or the
cold-blooded murder of an
innocent man? Ambitious public
defender Abby is determined to
win at all costs. As a new mother
herself, she wants to keep Luz out
of prison and with her daughter.
But when the surprises stack up
and shocking new evidence
emerges, Abby realizes the task
proves far more difficult than she
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suspected andPage
will require
a
Emotional
Turner
terrible sacrifice. As the trial
With A Twist That Will
hurtles toward an outcome no one
Leave
Reeling
expects,You
Abby,
Luz and a
captivated jury are forced to
answer the question that will
decide everything—what does it
mean to be a good mother? “Lara
Bazelon combines a riveting
courtroom thriller with a nuanced
and thought-provoking examination
of gender, race, and justice.
Helmed by an intelligent, complex,
and flawed protagonist, A Good
Mother is a beautifully written
debut that kept me turning the
pages late into the night.” —Angie
Kim, author of Miracle Creek
"Sexy, shrewd, and wholly
contemporary, A Good Mother
takes pitch-perfect characters, a
page-whipping plot, and themes
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about marriage,
lust, Turner
betrayal, and
Emotional
Page
the juggling of new motherhood
With A Twist That Will
plus a hard-driving career and
Leave
Reeling
mixes itYou
all into
a deeply
perceptive legal thriller that made
me drop everything else and just
READ." —Cathi Hanauer, New York
Times bestselling author of Gone,
The Bitch in the House and The
Bitch Is Back
'Past and present collide on and off
the page in this explosive debut'
Sunday Telegraph 'This story
wouldn't let me go' Michael
Robotham Shortlisted for the 2021
Ned Kelly Award for Best Debut
Crime Fiction She's protected
them from the truth. Can she save
them from her past? Sarah Calhoun
is a regular Sydney soccer mum,
but she's keeping terrifying
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secrets from everyone
she loves .
Emotional
Page Turner
. . and her past is about to catch up
With A Twist That Will
with her. When two men from
Leave
Reeling
NorthernYou
Ireland
hunt her down,
she's forced to return to Belfast to
testify at a murder trial. Caught in
the crossfire of an obsessive
policeman driven by a disturbing
past, and a brutal IRA executioner,
Sarah faces an impossible choice:
lie and allow a killer to walk free,
or tell the truth and place her
children in the line of fire. With her
family and innocent people at risk,
Sarah must find the courage to
fight for the truth. But righting the
wrongs of the past just might cost
her everything . . . This fastpaced, explosive thriller will keep
you on the edge of your seat to its
gripping finale. 'Show me a soldier
who would fight harder than a
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mother to save
her son.'
PRAISE
Emotional
Page
Turner
'Fierce, action-packed ... A wild,
With A Twist That Will
original ride from start to finish'
Leave
You 'This
Reeling
Sarah Bailey
taut, propulsive
debut celebrates female strength
and speaks to the extraordinary
courage and resilience of mothers
everywhere ... Brilliant' Anna
Downes 'This page-turning thriller
packs a powerful punch. A rocksolid five-star read' Sara Foster
'Fans of Dervla McTiernan will
love this rollercoaster ride of a
crime novel where a violent past
returns to threaten an uneasy
peace. I inhaled it.' Aoife Clifford
'Surprising, moving and utterly
heart-stopping. A stunning,
thought-provoking debut' Kathryn
Heyman 'A gripping page-turner. I
was hooked from the first page
until the final twist' Tim Ayliffe
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'Cleverly wrought
and
beautifully
Emotional
Page
Turner
written, the characters will get
With A Twist That Will
under your skin, the plot will drive
Leave
You
you deep
into Reeling
the night, and the
fear will follow you home.' Loraine
Peck
‘My first read of 2021 to reduce
me to tears... the definition of a
page-turner and a tear-jerker. I
didn’t want to stop reading... I
loved every word.’ The Book
Lover’s Boudoir, 倫倫倫倫 † They
told me he died, but I never
believed them. I’d have known,’
she says, her voice little more than
a whisper and her eyes searching
mine. ‘A mother would know if her
child died, wouldn’t she?’ Danni
has never had an easy relationship
with her mother, Diana. But when
Diana is diagnosed with a serious
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illness, everything
Emotional
Pagechanges.
TurnerAs
some of Diana’s memories slip
With A Twist That Will
away, others force their way to
Leave
YouOne
Reeling
the surface.
night she breaks
down and reveals that before
Danni was born, she had another
baby who never got to see the
world. Now married, with a loving
husband and two beautiful
daughters of her own, Danni has
put her childhood behind her. But
she has always wondered what
caused her mother’s coldness.
Could this be why? Danni can’t tell
whether Diana’s story is a
symptom of her confusion, or
something real. She decides to find
out, hoping to bring her mother
some peace. Yet as Danni
investigates the past, tracking
down the aunt she’s never met to
learn what lies in her mother’s
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past, her goodPage
intentions
have
Emotional
Turner
unexpected consequences. As
With A Twist That Will
more truths emerge, a shocking
Leave
You
Reeling
revelation
could
turn her life
upside down. Will Danni’s quest
heal her pain, or are some secrets
best left buried? A completely
heartbreaking and compelling story
of families, secrets, and the fierce
love between mothers and
children. Fans of Amanda Prowse,
Ali Mercer and Jodi Picoult will
smile through their tears. See what
readers are saying about My
Mother’s Secret: ‘Wow!⋯ one of
the saddest and most heartbreaking reads I've encountered⋯
My gosh! This book should really
come with a box of tissues
because believe me, you are going
to need them!... I found myself
turning the pages with such a
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speed of “just
one more
chapter”
Emotional
Page
Turner
until the very end. I cannot tell you
With A Twist That Will
how much I loved this book.’
Leave
YouofReeling
Confessions
a Bookaholic,
倫倫倫倫 † Beautiful and heartrending⋯ I was enthralled by it
from start to finish⋯ you will
smile through your tears⋯ A
really beautiful, engrossing and
captivating read, I was sorry when
it finished.’ Sibzz Reads,
倫倫倫倫 † I picked this book up at
3pm, and less than 8 hours later,
despite having to navigate tea and
bedtime for the kids and logging
back on to work, I had finished it⋯
addictive, gripping and emotional’
@iheartbooks1991 ‘Another
amazing 5-star read and another
used up packet of those handy
little tissues, or is it two? – Who
knows how many tears this one
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has made me Page
shed!...Turner
an author
Emotional
who held me captive in the palm of
With A Twist That Will
her hand all the time I was
Leave
You
reading⋯
tookReeling
me on quite a
personal journey on, oh! so many
fronts’ Fiction Books, 倫倫倫倫
‘Truly emotional⋯ Will make your
heart break⋯ There were definite
tears leaking’ Jen Med’s Book
Reviews, 倫倫倫倫 † I’ll get
straight to the point. This book
broke me. It left me an emotional,
vulnerable shell of a person⋯ It
takes a lot to melt my exterior, but
by golly My Mother’s Secret
turned me into a puddle.’ The
Writing Garnet ‘Had me flipping
over the pages at speed⋯ Make
sure you have tissues at hand⋯ A
tearjerker of a read!’ Carla
Kovach, 倫倫倫倫 † Such an
emotional experience⋯ Its
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conclusion made
me Turner
cry and smile
Emotional
Page
– in fact, I was a bit of a soggy
With A Twist That Will
mess a few times as I was
Leave
You
Reeling
reading⋯
I really
loved it.’ Being
Anne ‘A very emotional story⋯ I
love the book and kudos to the
author for that one revelation that
made my jaw drop to the floor.’
Goodreads Reviewer, 倫倫倫倫
Why would you walk away from
the one person you can’t live
without? As a child, Vicky Hall
never had the sort of family she
wanted. The least important
person in her new step-family,
ignored by her mother in favour of
her two younger half-siblings,
Vicky was always an afterthought.
Sitting alone at her graduation
ceremony at the age of twentyone, she vows to create her own
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family and herPage
own life,
one which
Emotional
Turner
is full of the love and attention she
With A Twist That Will
has always craved. When Vicky
Leave
You Reeling
meets William
and falls pregnant in
Greece that summer, it isn’t
planned. But the two of them
believe they can make it work,
showering their child with the love
which they believe should be
enough. But when her son Theo is
two, Vicky leaves him in the care
of her mother-in-law, walks out of
her front door and drives to a hotel
where she takes a room for the
night. She doesn’t return. It’s
unthinkable. What kind of mother
does that? The kind who is hiding
a story you can never imagine.
The Mother I Could Have Been is a
heartbreaking story of impossible
decisions and second chances,
from the bestselling author of The
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Silent Wife and
The Woman
Emotional
Page
TurnerI Was
Before. Perfect for fans of Jodi
With A Twist That Will
Picoult, Liane Moriarty and Diane
Leave
You Readers
Reelingare loving
Chamberlain.
The Mother I Could Have Been!
‘WOW!⋯ An amazing read!!!’
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘I
wish I could have read this book in
one sitting⋯ I literally couldn't put
it down.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5
stars ‘Kerry Fisher goes from
strength to strength, with The
Mother I Could Have Been being
her best book yet.’ Goodreads
reviewer, 5 stars ‘This is a book
that once I picked up, it totally
consumed me. I ended up reading
it in one evening as I was so
absorbed by what was in front of
me and I had to see how
everything was going to end⋯ An
absolute must read.’ By the Letter
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Book Reviews,
5 stars
‘I have
Emotional
Page
Turner
loved every book I’ve read by this
With A Twist That Will
author and this is no exception. I
Leave
Reeling
loved it.You
I didn’t
want it to end.
Excellent read.’ NetGalley
reviewer, 5 stars ‘An incredible
read. So well written and
heartfelt.’ NetGalley reviewer, 5
stars ‘I don’t even know how to
start this review as I know my
words will never do it justice. Each
time I pick one of Kerry’s books
up, I wonder how it is going to top
her previous book as each and
every one I’ve read has absolutely
blown me away and warmed me to
the core.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5
stars ‘Another great Kerry Fisher
read⋯ this book makes you want
to hug your loved ones and tell
them you love them as you never
know what’s around the corner!’
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Goodreads reviewer,
5 stars
Emotional
Page Turner
‘Awesome story⋯ grab your
With A Twist That Will
hankies! Read in one day.’
Leave
You
Reeling
Goodreads
reviewer,
5 stars
‘LOVED this book so much⋯
Beautifully written and such a
great read. Highly recommend.’
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘5
stars! I absolutely love Kerry
Fisher’s writing⋯ Highly
recommend The Mother I Could
Have Been.’ Goodreads reviewer,
5 stars ‘A cracking good read⋯
Loved it.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5
stars ‘Oh my goodness what a
story! ⋯I absolutely was drawn
into it from the very beginning.’
Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars
‘Loved it!!! When I got to the end,
I shouted NOOOOOOO!!! (In my
head, not out loud.) I couldn't
believe it was over.’ NetGalley
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reviewer ‘Gripping,
heartbreaking,
Emotional
Page Turner
emotional page turner! Wow! ⋯ I
With A Twist That Will
couldn't stop reading this book! I
Leave
You This
Reeling
was hooked!
book has drama
written all over it!’ Goodreads
reviewer ‘I'm going to go out on a
limb here and say – if I were to
ever re-read books, this would be
one I would re-read.’ Goodreads
reviewer
That’s what he wants you to
think...
"Set in near-future America, [this
novel] introduces readers to a
government-run reform program
where bad mothers are retrained
using robot doll children with
artificial intelligence. Protagonist
Frida Liu, a 39-year-old ChineseAmerican single mother in
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Philadelphia, loses
of her
Emotional
Pagecustody
Turner
18-month-old daughter Harriet
With A Twist That Will
after she leaves Harriet home
Leave
Reeling
alone forYou
two hours
on one very
bad day. To regain custody, Frida
must spend a year at [the] newlycreated institution, where she
practices parenting with bad
mothers from all over the county.
There, she learns to love an
uncannily life-like toddler girl doll
in order to demonstrate her
maternal instincts and prove to her
family court judge that she
deserves a second chance"-Who would you trust with your
precious family? Wanted: full-time,
live-in help for expectant mother.
Must be organised, friendly and
willing to do anything. Rachel is
determined to be the perfect
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mother. She has
a birth
plan, with
Emotional
Page
Turner
a playlist and a bag ready by the
With A Twist That Will
door. She’s chosen a lovely light
Leave
YouforReeling
cream paint
the nursery, and in
wide-eyed, innocent Abbie she’s
found the perfect person to help
her with her baby. After all, every
mother needs a bit of help, don’t
they? But Rachel needs a little
more than most. She still makes
sure her bedroom door is locked
before she goes to sleep. She still
checks the cameras that are dotted
throughout the house. Rachel
trusts Abbie. She has to, because
she knows better than to trust
herself. But sometimes, when she
catches Abbie watching her with a
disappointed look in her eyes, she
wonders⋯ In trying to protect her
baby, has she made a terrible
mistake? From the bestselling
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author of HerPage
Husband’s
Lover,
Emotional
Turner
this is a truly gripping story about
With A Twist That Will
how far people will go to find a
Leave
You with
Reeling
family. Filled
tension and
twists to keep you glued to every
page, it is perfect for fans of Ruth
Ware, Shari LaPena and The Girl
on the Train. Readers are loving
The New Mother: ‘Wow⋯ A
freaking page-turner from start to
finish⋯ Amazing⋯ Will have you
flipping the pages fast!⋯
Outstanding novel!’ Goodreads
reviewer, 倫倫倫倫 † OMG!!!!
SERIOUSLY!!!! WHAT A BOOK!!!
JUST WOW, WOW, WOW!!!⋯ One
of the most intense and suspense
filled books I've ever read⋯. A
genuine page turner that will keep
you flipping the pages until you
reach the explosive ending!!!⋯ An
absolutely page-turning, intense,
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heart racing psychological
thriller
Emotional
Page Turner
that will get you addicted!!!’
With A Twist That Will
Bookworm86, 倫倫倫倫
Leave
YouGuaranteed
Reeling you have
‘WOW!!!⋯
NEVER read a book quite as
unique, thrilling, somewhat
relatable, eye-opening, twisted,
mind-blowing... A book that
EVERYONE will be talking about
so I suggest you go run out and
get your copy today!!’ Heidi
Lynn’s Book Reviews, 倫倫倫倫
‘Wow! Where do I even start with
this one?⋯ What an absolute edgeof-the-seat book this is!⋯ Once
you start reading this book you
won’t be able to put it down, so
pick a time when you can just be
completely consumed by it and
cancel everything else⋯ Had me
completely enthralled⋯ An
absolute must-read.’ Sibzzreads,
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倫倫倫倫 †Page
Wow,
what a fast
Emotional
Turner
paced, twisted thrill ride!⋯
With A Twist That Will
Captivating and chilling story! A
Leave
Reeling
must forYou
my fellow
thriller lovers!
Will surely keep you up all night
and leave you with a shock!
Highly, highly recommend!'
NetGalley reviewer, 倫倫倫倫
‘Excellent read!⋯ Nerve-wracking
twist after twist⋯ Kept me on the
edge of my seat, all the way to the
ending. Highly recommend this!’
Goodreads reviewer, 倫倫倫倫
‘Grabs the reader’s attention and
doesn't let go. Even when not
reading the book, you are thinking
about it and what will happen!
Recommended for anyone who
loves a thriller!’ Goodreads
reviewer, 倫倫倫倫
‘Captivating⋯ So twisted, so
shocking that the tension rises at
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an incredible pace,
letting up
Emotional
Pagenot
Turner
for one second⋯ An incredible
With A Twist That Will
read, much like a runaway train
Leave
You
Reeling
that ended
with
a breathtaking
climax.’ Robin Loves Reading,
倫倫倫倫 † A roller-coaster ride⋯
I was reading at breakneck speed
as the suspense was unbearable⋯
Gripping⋯ The action-packed
climax was nerve-wracking.’
Goodreads reviewer, 倫倫倫倫 † If
you like a book with plenty of
twists and turns this is the one for
you! Fantastic read!⋯ Grips you
from the start and keeps you
hanging on till the end.’ NetGalley
reviewer, 倫倫倫倫
If Liane Moriarty had written
Friend Request . . . 'It's Jenna,'
Ark says. 'She's - ' His voice tears
off. 'She's dead.' One ordinary
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afternoon, Fairlie
Winter
receives
Emotional
Page
Turner
a devastating phone call - her best
With A Twist That Will
friend is dead. Jenna Rudolph was
Leave
You
Reeling
a devoted
mother
and wife and has
left behind her young son, Henry,
and her grief-stricken husband,
Ark. The circumstances
surrounding Jenna's death, while
tragic, seem to be clear-cut yet
Fairlie can't shake the feeling that
Jenna was hiding something. And
then Fairlie receives a letter. From
Jenna. Posted before she died. The
contents of that letter force Fairlie
on a journey to discover the truth
- a truth that she may not be ready
for. Driven by her need for
answers, she uncovers a horrifying
past of two desperate mothers and
the tragic choices they made for
their children and she must ask
herself, is there such a thing as
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loving your child
too Turner
much? HeartEmotional
Page
breaking, tense and dramatic, The
With A Twist That Will
Good Mother is about the price of
Leave
Youand
Reeling
motherhood
the unthinkable
things we do in the name of love.
Perfect for fans of Liane Moriarty,
B A Paris and Friend Request. ***
Praise for Kim Lock: 'Filled with
twists and surprises - highly
recommended' Closer 'Kim Lock
knows how to build tension.'
Amazon reviewer 'Goes straight in
for the jugular' Evening Standard 'I
cannot wait for her next book.'
Amazon reviewer 'Reminded me of
The Husband's Secret by Liane
Moriarty' The Book Bag 'A thrilling
exploration into family dynamics
and the darkness of domestic
violence.' Goodreads reviewer
'Gripping and poignant' Kylie Ladd
'Thrilling.' Woman's Day
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